INTRODUCTION
universal terms. Mankind, they thought, was one. They loved
their country indeed, but their patriotism was different from
later connotations of that term. The bulk of their philosophy
was hostile to war as an expression of national greatness. The
war was the King's war, not the people's; and few soldiers
were national heroes. They were even extreme in this view,
as we see from Voltaire's contemptuous reference to the loss of
Canada. It was the current thing for people of one nation to
travel quite freely over territory of a nation with which they
were supposed to be at war. Frenchmen of letters and English-
men of letters visited one another's country during the Seven
Years War. War as we understand it would have been sheer
madness to their contemporaries. The* whole conception of
nationality then was  that  the nation was indeed a natural
group but with no kind of ultimate compelling force or right.
Patriotism meant good citizenship, and this was synonymous
with humanitarianism.
Then came the Revolution. It began by inspiring Frenchmen
with the idea that they were brothers of revolutionaries in
other lands.  It proclaimed the brotherhood of man: there
were no frontiers. But as the situation changes, as France was
threatened, tas Valmy had to be fought and the Committee of
Public Safety to be set up, the whole idea of the Revolution
became the idea of national independence. If the nation did
not gain its independence, then all revolutionary gains would
be wasted, just as in the case of Soviet Russia, and very
rapidly there grew up that intense passion for the defence of
the soil, that narrow conception of patriotism, which quickly
predominated. As soon as the defence of the soil   became
aggression and desire for conquest, the Revolution became
identified with the patriotism which was to find complete ex-
pression in Napoleon, Thus not till the nineteenth century do
we obtain that merging of patriotism with military glory, and
therefore that opposition of patriotism to humanitarianism,
that  identification of the destinies of political France with
democracy and civilization, which was to lead to such a crippling
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of the trench mind.
That intensity of national feeling and of national thinking
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